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GIGABYTE Fortnite most wanted cheat codes & secrets.... 15 Comments.... DOWNLOAD GIGABYTE Fortnite.... Show HN: Realtime stock market app for iPhone - tectonic ====== simonw It looks great. At first glance I immediately thought "You need something to
prevent me buying that banana that popped up in the bottom right hand corner of the screen", but I guess that's what the new "Activity" view is for. I wish you'd talked about what financial theory you're drawing inspiration from to try and help people understand

why stocks are a good or bad idea in practice. In particular you mention "buy and hold" investors and the $1000 fee, but I'd love to understand what the reason is behind both of those points. Great value proposition. ~~~ tectonic Thanks for the feedback. The short
answer is that we are trying to predict what could affect share prices in the long term. For example, we might anticipate a large company's earnings release might influence their share prices. We are not currently offering information on technical analysis or any
other type of investment advice. ------ wmf I don't think there's enough information to convince me to use this app over my broker. On the other hand, I really like the intuitive interface. I'm not even very interested in stock prices, so I guess that's going to be a

significant barrier. ~~~ tectonic Thanks for the feedback. We get a number of questions from people wondering if they should be using a real-time stock market app like ours, so that
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